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ABSTRACT:
3D reconstruction of plants is hard to implement, as the complex leaf distribution highly increases the difficulty level in dense matching.
Semi-Global Matching has been successfully applied to recover the depth information of a scene, but may perform variably when dif-
ferent matching cost algorithms are used. In this paper two matching cost computation algorithms, Census transform and an algorithm
using a convolutional neural network, are tested for plant reconstruction based on Semi-Global Matching. High resolution close-range
photogrammetric images from a handheld camera are used for the experiment. The disparity maps generated based on the two selected
matching cost methods are comparable with acceptable quality, which shows the good performance of Census and the potential of
neural networks to improve the dense matching.
1. INTRODUCTION
A study on individual tree growth pattern can help to understand
the corresponding ecosystem’s health situation, to predict envi-
ronmental disturbances, and to determine how the plants can re-
spond to climate change, e.g. drought (Levin, 1999; Gatziolis
et al., 2015). Hence the appearance of individual tree crown is
regarded as the major indicator of the ecosystem’s static and dy-
namic properties (Strigul et al., 2008; Strigul, 2012). In order to
describe tree crowns precisely, 3D models can be reconstructed
to provide intuitive geometric characteristics with the filigree ob-
jects such as tree leaves being considered.
Spaceborne and airborne stereo imaging sensors are capable of
deriving high resolution digital surface models. Frequent forest
monitoring can be performed due to the sensors’ broad coverage,
however only some large scale parameters, e.g. forest canopy
height, can be obtained (Tian et al., 2017). Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) technique based on airborne or terrestrial plat-
forms can provide dense point cloud to construct detailed 3D
tree architectures and derive structural parameters to assist for-
est management, but the data acquisition is time-consuming and
costly (Morsdorf et al., 2004; Maas et al., 2008; Metz et al.,
2013).
In the past decade, Semi-Global Matching
(SGM) (Hirschmueller, 2008) was designed and outperformed
most of the existing stereo matching approaches in accuracy
and efficiency. However, SGM may perform variably when
different matching cost computation approaches are adopted.
The matching cost computation evaluates the cost of matching
two points according to their similarity, which is the first step of
dense matching with effect to the final output (Scharstein and
Szeliski, 2002). Many methods have been designed for that.
Census transform calculates the matching cost based on a small
window around an object pixel, which has good performance
in the presence of discontinuities (Zabih and Woodfill, 1994;
Hirschmueller and Scharstein, 2009). Recently, an algorithm
computing Matching Cost based on Convolutional Neural
Networks (MC-CNN) is proposed (Zbontar and LeCun, 2016).
The algorithm outperforms many previous methods on KITTI
2012 (Geiger et al., 2013), KITTI 2015 (Menze and Geiger,
2015) and Middlebury (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002, 2003;
Scharstein and Pal, 2007; Hirschmueller and Scharstein, 2009;
Scharstein et al., 2014) stereo data sets. There is not enough
focus on the plant reconstruction which provides the possibility
to explore them from the geometric properties. Therefore in
this paper, Census and MC-CNN are tested accordingly for 3D
reconstruction of an indoor plant to compare their advantages
and disadvantages. Two experiments are designed by integrating
the two selected algorithms to SGM, respectively. Images with
very high resolution are collected conveniently and flexibly from
a handheld camera to study single plant in detail.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Preprocessing
Before SGM is performed for dense matching, some preprocess-
ing should be executed. Firstly, tie points should be selected for
camera calibration and relative orientation. Then image rectifi-
cation can be executed to generate epipolar images in which the
search for correspondence can be reduced from 2D to 1D. At last,
SGM based on two selected matching cost algorithms (Census
and MC-CNN) is used for plant reconstruction.
2.2 Dense Matching
Dense matching attempts to look for dense correspondences
between image pairs to recover the object depth information.
Usually four steps should be followed (Scharstein and Szeliski,
2002). Firstly, a similarity value between two potentially match-
ing pixels is computed to evaluate the matching cost. Then a
neighboring window around the pixel being compared is defined
to aggregate the matching cost of each pixel inside the window,
to avoid matching ambiguities when comparing the central pixel
alone. Afterwards, the pixel correspondence is determined and
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the coordinate difference between the matched pixel pair is cal-
culated as disparity. Finally the disparity values are refined to
obtain a disparity map for further depth information exploration
and 3D reconstruction. Three categories of dense matching algo-
rithms are available: local methods, global methods and SGM.
2.2.1 Local Methods Local methods typically go through all
the four steps mentioned above for dense matching. According
to (Farinella et al., 2013), the disparity for the pixel at location p
can be computed as
dp = argmin
d
Ep(d) dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax (1)
in which dmin and dmax indicate the predefined disparity range,
Ep is the local energy in the neighborhood of p.
The local method is intuitive and easy to implement, however, the
result can be blurred and it is difficult to resolve local matching
ambiguities especially in untextured regions.
2.2.2 Global Methods In global methods, besides the match-
ing cost, a smoothness term is also considered to ensure that the
generated disparity map is spatially smooth. Therefore, an energy
function is defined (Farinella et al., 2013).
E(D) = Edata(D) + λ · Esmooth(D) (2)
In which, E is the energy calculated based on the selected dis-
parity map D. Edata measures the consistency between left and
right image, which is essentially the sum of matching cost for
all the pixels within the image. Esmooth is the smoothness term,
which prefers same or close disparity values between neighboring
pixels. λ is used to balance the influence of Edata and Esmooth.
The goal is to minimize the above energy function and regard the
corresponding disparity map as the matching results. However,
it can be proved that finding the minimum is an NP-complete
problem (Boykov et al., 2001). Many optimization strategies
have been utilized to approximate the energy minimum, such
as Dynamic Programming (Birchfield and Tomasi, 1998), Graph
Cut (Kolmogorov and Zabih, 2001) etc., while the methods usu-
ally behave well at the cost of long runtime.
2.2.3 SGM SGM is a combination of local and global meth-
ods. The disparity is independently computed for each pixel,
yet the neighboring pixel’s disparity is also considered to pursue
smoothness. In order to approximate the global energy minimiza-
tion in 2D, SGM defines several paths (e.g. 16) going through
each pixel in different directions and implements the minimiza-
tion on the aggregated cost of each direction to calculate the dis-
parity. In one direction, the cost at location p is computed as:
Lr(p, d) =C(p, d) +min(Lr(p− r, d), Lr(p− r, d− 1) + P1,
Lr(p− r, d+ 1) + P1,min
i
Lr(p− r, i) + P2)
(3)
in which, Lr(p, d) is the cost along the path traversed in direction
r for the pixel p at disparity d. C(p, d) is the matching cost.
P1 represents a penalty when the previous pixel has a disparity
difference of 1. P2 means a larger penalty for larger disparity
differences.
In this project, SGM is selected due to its good performance
and efficiency (d’Angelo and Reinartz, 2011; d’Angelo, 2016).
C(p, d) is calculated using either of the two selected algorithms
(Census and MC-CNN) and then aggregated based on Cross-
Based Cost Aggregation (CBCA) (Mei et al., 2011). The sum
of Lr(p, d) calculated in each direction undergoes CBCA once
more before disparity computation.
2.3 Matching Cost Computation
In all three matching schemes mentioned above, the matching
cost computation is always an indispensable step to estimate sim-
ilarity between pixels. Many algorithms are available to calcu-
late the matching cost (Hannah, 1974; Anandan, 1989; Kanade,
1994; Zabih and Woodfill, 1994). Among them, Rank and Cen-
sus transform (Zabih and Woodfill, 1994; Hirschmueller and
Scharstein, 2009) performs well. Furthermore, Convolutional
Neural Networks is currently a popular topic in computer vision.
It has been used to solve several vision problems such as classi-
fication (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), recognition (Lawrence et al.,
1997), etc. Hence in this paper, Census and an algorithm related
to Convolutional Neural Networks are tested to compute match-
ing cost, for the sake of verifying the classic Census algorithm’s
performance and exploring the benefits of using neural networks
for plant reconstruction.
2.3.1 Census Census transform is a non-parametric measure,
insensitive to image radiometric difference and behaving well
when discontinuities exist (Hirschmueller and Scharstein, 2009;
d’Angelo and Reinartz, 2011). Hence, it becomes an appropri-
ate alternative for matching cost computation because disconti-
nuities are ubiquitous among plant leaves. Census constructs a
bit string for each pixel, in which each bit is determined from the
pixels in a predefined neighborhood according to the intensity.
The corresponding bit for each neighbor will be set as 1 if it has a
lower intensity than the central pixel as shown in Figure 1. In this
way, the constructed bit string roughly represents the local image
structure and can be compared with other bit strings of pixels via
computing the hamming distance between them to measure the
cost for matching the pixels.
Figure 1. The bit string construction of Census
2.3.2 MC-CNN Convolutional Neural Networks (LeCun et
al., 1998), as a methodology in machine learning, is made up of a
sequence of layers with learnable weights and biases. A volume
of activations are transformed into another when going through
the layers, and finally certain scores are obtained as output at the
end of the network, e.g. class scores for classification. Four types
of layers are frequently used, including convolutional layers in
which each neuron is related to a local region of the input, pool-
ing layers used to downsample the previous volume, rectified lin-
ear units applying an elementwise activation function, and fully-
connected layers which calculate the output by connecting each
neuron to all the numbers of the previous volume for high-level
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reasoning. The parameters of the network can be trained to reach
its best performance when some training samples are available.
Convolutional Neural Networks provide a new possibility in
dense matching (Luo et al., 2016; Zbontar and LeCun, 2016).
Zbontar and LeCun (2016) proposed to train a net on pairs of
small image patches with the true disparity known, to learn a
similarity measure for matching cost computation. KITTI and
Middlebury stereo data sets have been used with the ground truth
disparity maps available to construct a binary classification data
set. At each image location, a positive and a negative training
example are extracted. The positive example is a pair of patches
from the left and right image respectively with the central pixels
projected from the same object point, while the negative exam-
ple is from a pair of patches where this geometric condition is
not satisfied. Then two network architectures are designed and
trained on the extracted training examples for matching cost com-
putation. With a pair of patches as input, both architectures will
extract feature vectors to represent each patch and output the sim-
ilarity measure between them. The first architecture, called fast
architecture, concentrates on the efficiency using a fixed similar-
ity measure, while the second, called accurate architecture, learns
to measure similarity between feature vectors during training to
acquire higher accuracy. In this paper, the accurate architecture
is used due to the high quality demand of plant reconstruction.
The accurate architecture is a siamese network with its two sub-
networks sharing the same weight (Bromley et al., 1993). As
shown in Figure 2, each subnet consists of several convolu-
tional layers, each of which is followed by a rectified linear
unit. Then the outputs of the two subnets are concatenated and
passed through a number of fully-connected layers followed by
a rectified linear unit for each. Finally, there is one more fully-
connected layer at the end producing a number which will be
transformed using the sigmoid nonlinearity as the final output.
The output is the similarity score between input patches, which is
the opposite number of the matching cost.
2.4 Disparity Computation and Refinement
The disparity for each pixel is calculated using the winner-takes-
all strategy to generate a disparity map. Referring (Zbontar and
LeCun, 2016) and (Mei et al., 2011), some post-processing steps
are implemented to refine the quality of the disparity map, includ-
ing left-right consistency check, subpixel enhancement, a median
filter, and a bilateral filter.
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1 Dataset
In the experiment, the data are collected using a digital high-
resolution handheld camera (Canon EOS-1D X). Details about
the image acquisition are available in Table 1.
Five stereo pairs are constructed using four collected images as
shown in Table 2. The four images are taken in order with the
camera moving along a line with a distance of approximately 3
meters from the plant. A reference disparity map is generated
from the matching results of the first three pairs, while the last
two are used to observe the sensitivity of Census and MC-CNN to
the baseline length, which will be described detailedly in section
3.3.
Figure 2. The accurate architecture to calculate matching cost
Camera model Canon EOS-1D X
Height 5184 pixels
Width 3456 pixels
Exposure time 1/250 sec
Aperture value f/8.0
ISO speed rating 1000
Focal length 50.0 mm
Object distance ≈ 3 m
Table 1. The camera setting for data collection
3.2 3D Reconstruction
MicMac (Rosu et al., 2015) is utilized for camera calibration, rel-
ative orientation and image rectification to generate epipolar im-
age pairs from which the corresponding points have y-disparity
less than 1 pixel. The epipolar images generated based on stereo
pair 1 are shown in Figure 3.
In order to compare Census and MC-CNN for matching cost
computation, two experiments have been designed as shown in
Figure 4. The input for both experiments is the same image pair,
preprocessed by MicMac to generate epipolar images. Then the
epipolar images will go through two processing lines for which
SGM is used for both but with different matching cost algorithms
(Census and MC-CNN), respectively.
For both experiments, the penalty P1 and P2 for SGM are set
adaptively according to the intensity difference between the tar-
get pixel and its previous pixel. In experiment 1, the Census al-
gorithm uses a 9 × 9 window size. In experiment 2, the net pre-
trained on the Middlebury data by (Zbontar and LeCun, 2016) is
directly used for matching cost computation since our data have
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Stereo pair Baseline length ≈
1: Image 1-2 0.25 m
2: Image 2-3 0.28 m
3: Image 3-4 0.24 m
4: Image 1-3 0.53 m
5: Image 1-4 0.77 m
Table 2. The constructed stereo pairs
Figure 3. The epipolar image pair for dense matching
Image 1 Image 2
Camera Calibration & 
Relative Orientation 
(MicMac)
Epipolar 1 Epipolar 2
Census 
Matching Cost
SGM & Post-
processing
Experiment 1i  
MC-CNN
Matching Cost
SGM & Post-
processing
Experiment 2i  
Figure 4. The experiment flow chart
similar scene structures. The generated disparity maps for stereo
pair 1 are shown in Figure 5. The calculated disparity values from
-45 to +93 are represented by the color from dark blue to dark red
Figure 5. The disparity maps generated using Census (left) and
MC-CNN (right) as matching cost respectively
accordingly.
3.3 Result Evaluation
Comparing the results in Figure 5, it is found that the plant is
reconstructed well by both Census and MC-CNN. They are both
able to keep details of the plant and even the complex outlines
of leaves are recovered to a certain extent. It should be noticed
that the net used for MC-CNN is not trained specifically for plant
reconstruction but can still achieve comparable results as Census,
which proves the potential of neural networks.
As for the crown of the plant, more detailed comparison is per-
formed as shown in Figure 6 in which the color range is adjusted
according to the local disparity change. Firstly, a line is selected
(marked red in the master epipolar image) along which the dis-
parity change is displayed as shown by the curves at the end. The
horizontal axis represents the pixel number along the red line,
while the vertical axis is the corresponding disparity value. Some
points’ disparity values, which are far from the trend of the curve,
are ignored because the values will influence the detailed display
of the disparity change for the majority. It is found that the re-
sults from Census and MC-CNN are almost consistent with each
other and the predicted disparity change can basically describe
the depth trend correctly. However, there is still some unnatural
disparity change detected on a plane which is almost flat, e.g. the
leaf surface in (a). Furthermore, four leaves are selected to com-
pare the reconstruction performance of Census and MC-CNN.
The selected leaves are circumscribed with a blue rectangle, two
of which are close to the camera (in (a) and (b)) while the others
are relatively far (in (c) and (d)). In (a) and (b), the selected two
leaves exhibit better reconstructed outlines by MC-CNN than by
Census. However for leaves shown in (c) and (d), Census per-
forms better.
In order to make a further comparison between Census and MC-
CNN, a reference disparity map is generated as follows: Firstly,
on each disparity map generated from stereo pair 1,2 and 3, a
left-right consistency check is implemented additionally, mean-
ing that six new disparity maps are acquired (two new disparity
maps are obtained for each pair from Census and MC-CNN re-
sult, respectively). The pixels with inconsistent matching will be
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6. The detailed plant crown comparison. From the left to the right in each subset: the master epipolar image, Census results,
MC-CNN results, and the disparity change for one selected line
assigned one unified high value on the new maps as a mark of in-
valid matching. The rest are naturally regarded as valid matching.
Afterwards, all the six new disparity maps are used to produce
a dense point cloud. Finally, regarding the plane of the master
epipolar image of stereo pair 1 as reference plane, the point cloud
is reprojected back to generate a disparity map as our reference
disparity map. For each point on the reference plane where more
than one point is reprojected, the point with maximum disparity
(i.e. minimum depth) is kept. Figure 7 shows the procedure to
generate the reference disparity map with merged information of
the three stereo pairs.
The two new disparity maps from stereo pair 1 (termed A) can
be directly compared with the reference map as they share the
same master epipolar image. However, in order to observe the
influence of the baseline length, stereo pair 4 and 5 should be
tested. Therefore, for each single disparity map from stereo pair
4 and 5, the same procedure as described in the previous para-
graph is used, resulting in the newly reprojected disparity maps
B (for stereo pair 4) and C (for stereo pair 5). Thus the refer-
ence disparity map is compared with A, B and C respectively to
calculate a valid matching point percentage. The percentage is
calculated as
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Figure 7. The reference disparity map generation
w =
ni
nref
, i ∈ {A,B,C} (4)
where w is the valid matching percentage. ni and nref are the
number of valid matching points in A, B, C and the reference
disparity map, respectively. One random region within the plant
crown part is selected for the computation as shown in Figure 8.
The percentage calculation results are recorded in Table 3.
Valid matching point percentage
Census MC-CNN
A 75.49% 79.15%
B 60.01% 63.13%
C 53.05% 55.29%
Table 3. Valid matching point percentage comparison between
Census and MC-CNN results
In Table 3, it is found that MC-CNN performs slightly better than
Census in the reconstruction density of the disparity map. The de-
crease of the valid matching point percentage as the stereo base-
line length increases indicates the level of the matching difficulty.
4. CONCLUSION
Plant reconstruction from stereo imagery is difficult due to the
complexity of leaves which exhibit similar shape and intensity
information in images. Hence the matching cost computation
should be accurate enough to adequately represent the similar-
ity between patches as the basis for the final disparity computa-
tion. In this paper, SGM using Census to calculate the matching
cost is tested and an acceptable reconstruction result is gener-
ated. Based on the same procedure with Census replaced by MC-
CNN, a comparable result is obtained. The result from MC-CNN
is based on a pretrained net which proves its power for dense
matching. The evaluation shown in this paper is not complete
due to lack of ground truth data.
Dense matching for stereo data with large baselines or stereo an-
gles is always hard to implement. The problems include perspec-
tive distortion, occlusion etc., which are even more serious when
the target to be reconstructed is a plant with dense leaves in our
case. Some leaves can be occluded for which the matching is al-
most impossible. In the future, the matching algorithms should
be improved to obtain more detailed geometric information of
plants. The refined reconstruction model can assist to monitor
the plant health situation.
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Figure 8. The cropped region from the master epipolar image of stereo pair 1, reference disparity map and disparity map A, B and C
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